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1-latrocluction 

Th~ rhythm of expansion experienced by the world-wide economy 
after II World War started t.o show signs of cooling off in the late 1960s. In 
·the main this basic condition has forced advanced countries and institutions 
to move from a state in which incremental innovations, rationaliZation and 
optlmtzatlon of production processes p!"evailed t.o a radically new situation 
Where the emphasis ts placed on the search for different patterns of growth 
and development. . 

The most impressive features resulting from efforts made during the 
subsequent decades can be summarized by the advance and progressive 
consolidation of the so-called high-tech areas (such as information 
technology, biotechnology, advanced mat.erials); by the attempts at 
transforming and reorganizing the production process (with its increasing 
fl~xib1lity and growing sctentif ic and knowledge content); and by the strong 
possibility of alterations in the int.ernational division of labour and 
international technological and economic leadership. EvidenUy all these 
as~ts are linked and much attention has already been focused on them and 
vn their interconnections. 

The central objective of this paper is to discuss the importance of the 
development and introduction of advanced materials into this scenario of 
global trans! ormation, their diffuSion throughout the ~d economy and the 
impact they are already producing and are expected to produ~ on 
developing countries. 

The advent of advanced mat.trials, in close association With the spread 
of information technology, is co~dered capable of playing an important role 
in the procer.;S of industrial restructuring, affecting patterns of investment, 
organization, employment and trade. Developments in most sect.ors that are 
now promoting and USing high tedlnology rely and depend upon 
improvements in the materials front. 

Many a~mpts have t>etn made to define and characterize advanced 
mat.erials (AMs). Given the elementary and fundamental importance of a 
correct understanding of this notion, the different approaches are discussed 
in secti._,n 2. As indicated there, one can find extremely precarious and biased 
thit usual interpretations of the concept of AMs. Probably the main reason for 
this is the fact that this term has grown up in an environment of national and 
int.ernatio!lal policy making. It has, then, to be understood in this precise 
-:on text. 

It 1s recognized, nowadays, that a major step forward in the ways of 
analysing and understanding the structure and properties of matter has 
been achieved. This is considered a crucial aspect that set the basts !or an 
inversion in the logic of production. A given product no longer relies on a 
given mat.trial nor on given inputs. Instead, several materials compete to 
assume a given function. In section 3 it iS emphasized that these recent 
changes can neither be considered simply as a spoot.caneou~ ~d neutral 
movemtnt, nor as only the rtSUlt of incremental innovations. In addition to 
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the analysis of the tendency to open up a Wider availability of raw materials 
for the production of AMs. the importance of the information-intensive 
character of th~ir production is examined. The fact that AMs can play an 
important role in t.enns of contributing to changing the present patterns of 
·economic and technological leadership is also discussed in this section. 

The revolutionary advances in materials science and technology have 
~n produced by policies (some of which implicit) implemented mainly by 
governments and firms in the most advanced countries. As indicated in 
section 4, during th~ a0s, specific policies aimed at the development of 
advanced materials were pursued. This period Weis marked by different 
attempts w alter the pattern of consumption and production of materials. The 
main objective was obviously to explore the possibility of establishing 
leadership in this strategic area. 

In section 5. the analysis concentrates on the discussion of the main 
'=naracteristics •)f Japan ·s long term policies for the development of advanced 
materials. The intense Japanese effort to build up a capability aimed at 
changing the materials base of future industrial development from metals to 
advanced ceramics is discussed. 

In section 6, Impacts of the Introduction of >J.l.s, the declining trend in 
·traditional· materials consumption and produ<.tion is analysed. The 
consequences of such a movement are discussed. The central focus falls on 
the impact of such changes on those developing countries which are major 
producers of basic metals. Most of all, the fact that these re(tflt changes lead 
to far more complex industriali2ation processes - wt:ltre comparative 
advantages depend increasingly on innovation (bOth t.echnical and 
organizational), rather than on purely physical factor endowment - is 
stressed. 

2-Definition and Characteristics of Advaactd Materials 

Despite thi& growing importance attributed to the development, 
production and impact of advanced or new materials in the world economy, 
one could argue that tl>~ relatively few comprehensive studies yet 
undertaken probably fail to give an exact definition of these terms. Moreover, 
it can be pointed out t!lat it least two aspects cont.ribut:e t.o making the 
definition of advanced materials a difficult task. 

Firstly, it can be considered that the terms tmployed t.o define these 
materials display rather static features compared With the dynamism of the 
area. This is not an exclusive characteristic of this specific area. The adoption 
of some adjectives (such as for instance: new, advanced, high t'.e(hnology, fine, 
etc ) to qualify the development of new economic activities could t>t mc,st 
critici2ed for lacking rigour. 
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However. most of those who try to define new or advanced mat.ertals 
do not usually go further than the definition ipsis lit.en.~ that those adjectives 
permit This kind of '"keeping to the strict sense of the adjective· 
comprehension produces many sorts of difficulty. The first is the apparent 
·paradox that relates to the fact that the ·age· of each specific mat.erial (i. e., 
When it ms discovered or formulated) does not really matter. Some of the 
so~lled AMs t:onSist oi recently devE>ioped substances. as is mainly the case 
With the new ceramic superconductors. Some were developed two or even 
more decades ago (as With the cases of Silicon. opti~ fibres and composites) 
and still others are established materials submitted to new technological 
improvements (as some advanced metals and alloys). 

The second aspect to be considered is that if one pays attention t.o how 
many and what materials are being considered by the related literature as 
advanced, it Will be conclude that they do not form what is t.raditionally 
called a homogeneous category, and also that there is no cabalistic quantity 
used to identify the so-called new or advanced materials. 

The understanding one has about advanced materials Will vary in 
accordance W'ith many factors. As a result, the materials considered as 
advanced sometimes differ greatly from country t.o country rt from 
institution to institution Within the same country. 

It would not be unfair to say that those Who write about such a subject 
usually avoid confronting these problems. One could also argue that the 
greater part of the bibliography on advanced materials is much influenced by 
S & T evolution. This is quite understandable given the novelty of the subject 
and also its strong S & T basis. 

As tt1e majority of the authors Who write about the issue have a strong 
technical background, it can be said that most of the attempts t.o define these 
materials tend to resutt in descriptions of: their impressive physical or 
chemical characteristics, properties and functions; their potential fields of 
application; the sophisticated processes used for their production; the purity 
required of their inputs, etc. Despite the high quality and importance of these 
studies, there 1s also the necessity to respond to, at the least, questions such 
as the folloWing: 

-What makes these advanced materials so important for tlle recent 
development of the world economy? What makes them so special? 

-When were they developed and Why are they being int.roduced int.o 
the market at this particular moment? 

-Is it really necessary to establish a different caWgory to distinguish 
these materials from others? 

-What can actually be considered as advanced materials? In other 
words, where ought the boundary between advanced and traditional 
materials to be drawn? 

' 
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In trying t.o ans\lm" sueh questions some authors define advanced 
materials as those developed t.o satisfy sophisticated and spectf ic needs in 
response t.o the new requirements of market evolution or else as the result of 
sctentif ic and technological advances. l 

Regarding such definitions. the most important argument (wbieh will 
be developed later on) refers to the fact that the recent changes cannot be 
considered simply as another incremental innovation in terms of materials 
evolution. And, most of all, \lr'bat should be stressed here is that this is a 
movement guided by the perspectives of gains ~n competitiveness rather 
than considered as any natural or neutral kind of evolution. 

Indeed. such a movement seems t.o be the very result of a vigorous 
effort towards the goal of opening up new areas of economic growth and 
gaining competitive advantages in national and international markets. With 
t.he development and diffusion of Mis, those countries and institutions (who 
have the necessary potential t.o U!lderstand and take advantage of the recent 
changes) are paving their way t.o increasing their competitiveness in both 
scenarios. 

Advanced materials have been developed and (most importantly) are 
being introduced int.o the market in accordance with the main obj~ves 
emphasized by the new mode of world production introduced in the late 705 
that is of saving raw-materials, energy and labour inputs and also of adding 
fleXibi!ity t.o the production processes. 

In t.his sense, I would argue that t.he genesis, implications and impact 
of AMs are directly related t.o the long term changes in the techno-economic . 
paradigm, as defined by Fr~man, Perez. Soete, Dosi and others.2 And in thiS 
prectse context. I would suggest, advanced materials should be underst.ood. 
The rece11t advances and changes in terms of materials evolution cannot be 
considered any more as the resutt of mere incremental innovations. some of 
them consist in fact of radical innovations, which combined With incremental 
innovations, result in far reaching changes (either technical and 
organizational) needed t.o support the current techno-economic restructuring. 

As the literature concerning long waves indicates, each period has 
been associated With the development of some industrial stet.ors and also 

I Among many others, R.ay(1986), for instance, points out that: ·Maay el tile ·an· 
••leri~I• were discnere4 .,. tlnel•fe4 u llle ••lc .. e ef a •JeCific aee4 •••er 
warti•e er •artet 11rns•re. Otllers were tile rnalt el •P•tU"9S utl , ..... 
scie•lific/ lecllae!ecical dtaacc· (p. 58). flemtnp (1988 a) stresses that: ·r1ae 
ce••iaali•• ef ·aarkr.t p•ll· aatl ·1ec•••le&Y P•••· is tlri•i•1 str•ct•ral •aterial• 
f enrartl al a fuler rale llaaa ner •efere ia 'istery· (p. 31 ). fomey (1 ')88) &:so llJ'eeS 
that: •twe rntcs •f rnearcla led le iaanati.e d•aace4 •aterials: •iscnery
drina •r •artel drina· (p. 178). 
2 for instance in one or their~,, freeman and Soete (1987) found that in all sectors 
(despite the araat variety ot specific ineremental and radice1 innofttions in l1most 
every ind'JSU"f) there -ns evtdence ot a cban&e ot 'peradipl' trom the capital· 
intensiw, eneflT-intemiw tntlni1>le, men-end t10Y-production technololT of the 
1 ms and 1960s to an inform&Uon-tntemive nm1>te, computertze4 tec!ulololr ill the 
1910s and 1980s. 
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some groups of materials. The age of steam power was associated With the 
development of the coal and iron industries. The spread of the railways· 
systems was closely linked t.o the steel industry. Throughout the 20th. 
century the period of prosperity connected t.o the upsurge and consolidation 
·of the car and eledricity industries was strongly linked t.o the birth and 
development of the oil, chemical and metal industries. 

In the same way. the development of advanced materials has been 
aSSOCiated With the world's new pr~.uction cycle led by information 
technology and .. together With biotechnology. is seen as one of the three major 
areas that are now affecting and reorganiZing the Whole industrial baSis as 
well as opening up new perspectives on development 3 

Advanced materials can therefore be understood as those technology
intensive materials developed to fulfil increasingly sophisticated product 
specifications in order t.o satisfy the necessary conditions required for the 
establishment of this new economic cycle. In this sense. they reproduce, (and 
largely because of their pervasive role in the economy) consolidate and 
expand the main characteristics of the dynamics Which are shaping the new 
pattern of international development. in other \ 10rds, the new techno
economic paradigm. 

Thus, the improvement of advanced materials is seen nowadays as one 
of the keys to U1e expansion and consolidation of new areas (such as 
information technology) as well as t.o the maintenance and restructuring of 
those sectors Which are willing to strengthen their comA '·\tive power (as is 
mainly the case in the automobile industry). Int.his sense, the development. 
of these so-called advanced materials (AMs) is seen as a vehicle for the 
transmission and di!fuSion of new styles of production. In these terms their 
evolution can be considered strategic. 

The concept of advanced materials includes new metallic materials, 
advanced ceramics, new polymers and advanced composites. 

Figure 1 sho\.lr'S di!f erent types of materials, within these four groups. 
It also sho\.lr'S the different functions that such materials can assume and 
gives examples ot their main applications. 

Among other ieatures, should be pointed out the great diversity of 
functions (mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic, optical, chemical, 
biological and other special functions) displayed by the different types of 
materials. 

As one result of the recent advances, nowadays, new polymers and 
composites with sophisticated mechanical functions are competing more and 
more With metals in structural applications. Advanced ceramics and new 
polymers can also compete with metals in terms of different applications 
Which require thermal, magnetic, electrical and electronic fu:ictions. 

J I.astres et el (1988 a). 
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figure 1.1: functions and -'.pplicatioas of fiJae Ceraaics 

functions 
Meehanieal Functions 
High temp. strength 

. CUttability 

Lubricity 
Vearproof property 

Thermal functions 
Heat resistance 

Therm81 i.in'Ulation 

Heat U'8nSfer chers. 

0ptiC8l Functions 
Light transm1ttmg 

Light inducing 

Light deflecting 

Fluorescence 

Photo sensiti'Yity 

ElectriC8l functions 
Superconductivity 

Semiconductivity 

Enaptes or Materials 

Silicon nitride. sillcou carbide 
Titanium carbide. tit. nitride • 
tungsten carbide. boron carbide 
Boron nitride. moly1xl. disulfide 
Alumina. boron carbide 

Alumina. silicon nitride. silicon 
carbide. magnesium oxide 
Pot~ium oxide-titanium oxide. 
aluminium nitride. zirconia 
Boron oxide. silicon nitride. 
aluminium nitride. alumina 

Alum.ma. yttrium oxide. 
barium oxide 
Silicon oxide 

(Zirconium. titanium.} acid 
(lead, la."lthsnum) 
Ge.As-rare earth ~ramies, 
neo~7-mium-yttrium series gless 
Silver halide containing glass 

Yttrium-l>erium-copper oxide. 
bismuth- strontium.-calcium
copper oxide 
Zinc oxide, barium titanate 

Piezoelectricity Quartz crystal. lead zirconate 
titanate. lithium niobate 

Insulation chars. .Alumina. silicon carbide, 
beryllium oxide 

Inducivity Barium titanate, 
strontium titanate 

Ion/ionic conductivity Zirconia. B alumina 

Electron radiation 

Me&netk Fun¢tion 
Meenetism 

Bio10&ica1 Function 
Hi:tocompability 

Chemicol Function 
.Al>sorbtng property 

catalysin1 property 

Corrosion resistance 
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Lanthanum bromate 

Iron oxide-maneanese, iron 
oxide-barium oxide 

Alumina. apatite 

Porous silica. a1umine.. 
porous &less 
Zeotite 

Zirconia. silicon oxide, alumina 
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baaples or -'.ppllcatiom 

Ges turbine, diesel en~ine. 
CUtting tools 

Solid lubricant 
Bearing, mechanical seal 
boring drill 

Electrode for MND generator 
heat resistant be8rin2 
Heat insulators for high temp 
fUrnace. nuclear reactor 
Ele<:tricol end electronics 
pans. radiator 

Sodium vapour lamp, high 
temperature optical lens 
Optical communication fibre. 
gestro-cemera. photo sensor 
Photo-memory deVice 
(reversible) 
Semiconductor laser. 
light emitting diode 
Sunglasses, image memory 
materials. YindoT glass 

Power generator. megnet, 
super<:omputer, magtev 
train, linear motor car 
Varistor, heater. solar cell, 
gas sensor 
Ignition device, piezoelectric 
oscillator 
Multilayer Tiring board. 
IC package, IC printed bOard 
IC mimx:ondenser. high 
voltage service condemer 
Enzyme sensor. solid 
electrolyte 
C8thode material 
tor electron gun 

Ferrite meenet. mapetic 
tape, memory device 

.Artificial teeth. m'titicial 
bone 

!l>sorbent, CQtalyst carrier, 
bioreactor 
Catalyst tor environment 
protection 
Electrode tor KBD generator 
hip temp. reac10r ma1erials 
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ligure 1.2: l'uactions and .Applications or •e• Polyaers 

functions 
Mechanical Functions 

baaples or llaterials Exaaples or .Applications 

High strength and durability Polyester. polyamide 
·Elasticity Synthetic rubber. 

foamed plastics 
Shock and sound e.t>sort>ing Foamed pla..~cs 
Surface prot~tion Coating films. el~tron 

Adhesiveness 

Thermal functions 
Heat resistance 
Lov temperature resistance 

Thermal insulation 

Eleetn<:al Functions 
Electric conductivity 
Insulation chareicteristics 

Energy convertibility 

Optical Fu:nt:tions 
Light trammitting 

Photo-active property 

Double refraction property 

BiolQ&ical Function 
Compatibility to blood 

Histocompal>ility 

Sepm:ating Function 
Ion exchangeability 

Sepe.ration of mixtures 

Chemical Function 
Corrosion resistance 

Cbemical resistance 
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t>eam. hardened plastics 
Polychloroprene 

Polyimide, silicone resin 
Silicone rubber. 
fluororut>bet' 
Foamed plastics 

Pol yacetytene 
Polyimide. polyethylene. 
terephthelate 
Polyvin)1idene fluoride, 
(o~ potr~tylene 

Pol ymeth Y1 methacrytate 
acid polycarbonate 
Photo-setting plastics 

Li<1Uid crystal 

Polyethylene 
tereph thalate 
Silicone polymer 

Styrene group. 
acrylgroup 
CeUu1ose acetate group. 
aromatics, 
polyamide group 

Polyt>uter1e-l, polyamide, 
neoprene 
Polychloroprene, 
butadien &crylonitrile 

Various ~--uctural materials 
Various strUCtural materials 

Various strUCtural materials 
Cos.tin~ materials. various 
paints 
Various adhesives 

Heat resistant strUCtural mats 
Lovtemp. resistant rubber 

Heat insulation materials 

Battery, electric wire 
Printed circuit board. 
condenser conductor 
Sensor. eletroacoustic 
transducer device 

Optical fit>re. plastic 
lens 
COpying materials, 
photo mask 
Display device 

Artificial t>lood vessel. 
artificial heart 
Artificial organ, artificial 
bone 

Ion exchange resins 

Reverse osmosis membranes. 
mr l&as separation end 
biological ~pa.ration 
membranes 

Rooting materialS. otrshore 
Structural Giateriel: 
flexible structure storeee 
tank, fertilizer tank 
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figure l .l: l111lctions an4 ApplicatiCIDS of •ey Jietal Materials 

functions 
Mechanical Functions 
High strength 

SU{)e!'Plarucity 
Vibration e.t>sorption 

Therme1 Functions 
Therme1 resistance 

El~trica1 Functions 
Supercon<!uctivit-, 

Serci.iconductivity 

Hm?;netic fUnctions 

b:aaples or Materials 

fine cryst81 81101. 
siugle crystal alloy 
Superplestic aluminium alloy 
Magnesium series. manganese
copper series 

Hickel t>ase alloy. 
cobelt 1>ese e11oy 

Hiobium-•itenium. niol>ium
-'3 tin;vanttdium.-) gallium 
Amorpho~ silicon 

Exaaples or Applications 

Aircraft and space 
equipment 
Aircraft 
Equipment memben 
(vibration proof materials) 

Ges turbine. heat pipe 

Nuclear 1\Jsion reactor 
line8:" motor car 
Solar cell. sensor 

High magnetism Samarium. cot>alt Magnetic recording, motor 
transformer core. 
magnetic head 

High mag. permeability Amorpho~ alloys 

Others 
Hydrogen e.t>sorbing 

Super-high-speed 
el~tron mobility 
Shape-memory 

re-titanium. series. 
magnesium-nickel series 
Galli t1f.l erseni de 

Nickel-titanium series, 
copper-zinc series 

Transfer of hydrogen. 
hydrogen car. heat media 
Super-high-speed IC 
(Josephson devices) 
Pipe joint. ertificia1 joint 
artificial m~cle 

figure 1.4: functions and Applications or Bev Composites 

functions 
M~hanical functions 
High strength + 
light 'Wight 

Therme1 Functions 
Heat resistance + 
high strength 

baaples or llaterials 

Polymer based composite 
(Matrices: epoxy resins. 
fluorocarbon. engineering 
and superengi...,~ring ple:tic::. 
Reinforcements: carbon fibre. 
boron fibre. aremid fibre. 
ceramic fibre) 

Ex3Aples or Applications 

.Aircraft and space equipment 
automobile end rmt...ay cen. 
ships. leisure and sporu ioods 

Metal t:>esed composite Nucleer pover equipment, 
(Matrices: aluminium. copper, ges turbine, eircraf't end space 
magnesium. titanium, nickel. equipment. heat exchanger 
Reinforcements: ceramic fibre, 
boron fibre, metal fibre) 

Ceramic based composite Nuclear powr equipment, 
(Matrices: elumina.. si1i<;0~1 &es turbine. aircraft and 
nitride, silicon carbide. space equipment rockets 
Reinforcemenu: ceramic fibre, 
metal fibre) 

Source: J!!1lO (1986), Lestns (1988 a) 



Regarding their <lift erent sect.ors of application. it should be pointed 
out, in Figure 1. those Which are currently the most consumed AMs: 

- electronics and information technology - silicon. co!npound 
semi conduct.ors (such as gallium arsenide and indium phosphide), advanced 

·ceramic substrates
1 
phot.oresists, 2mOrphous alloys and optical fibres; 

- space and transport in general - superalloys, special light alloys, new 
polymers and composites for aircraft, space equipme~t. rockets, ships, 
automobile and railway cars; 

- ca pit.al goods - advanced ceramics and special alloys (for drills, 
cutting tools. seals and sensors); · 

- leisure - compvsites (for fishing rods, tennis rackets and goll clubs); 
- defence - composites and special alloys; 
- biomedical - advanced ceramics, new met.als and composites (for 

artificial teeth and bones) and new polymers (for artificial organs, blood 
v~~ls and skin). 

Figure 2 shows the world consumption structure tor advanced 
materials in 1986. From it, we can see that more than aoi of the total sales of 
AMs in tl1at year (USS 8.4 billion) refer to three sectors: electronics, capital 
goods and aerospace, the first being responsible for almost hall of the 
consumption of advanced materials. 

Figure 2: World Market for Advanced Material~ by Industry 
1986 total Sales= USS 8.4 l>illion 

61 31 

171 

Source: !atb et al. (1988) 

• A•jtomotive 
• Others 
• E:ectronics 
~ (aD1tal goods 
0 Aerospace 
• Leisure 
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3 - DiscolltlnuilJ in Materials Evolution 

The development and introduction of advanced materials and the 
gradual substitution of them for so-(alled traditional materials consist in a 
·process the con~uences of Whictl are being con3idered by many authors as 
a real ·materials revolution·. In this section, will be discussed the idea that a 
major discontinuity in materials evolution is taking place. 

The main hypothesis behind t.tiis id~a is that the advent of AMs 
constitutes a major discontinuity and that the establishment of a n~w pattern 
of production and consumption of materials is playing an impcrt.ant rol~ in 
the process of industrial restructuring (affecting patterns of investment, 
orgaruzation, employment and trade) and is expected to lead to a major 
change in terms of the patterns of economic and technological leadership. 

The four main arguments for such a hypothesis are discussed below. 

3.1 - The recent changes are not incremental and originate from strategies 
adopted outside tt4e traditional materials sector. 

The analy ~is of AMs sho\.lr'S that the developme:~t and introduction of 
these materials have nothing to do with any strategy defined by the so-called 
traditional materials sector. On the contrary, the very development of the 
most important AMs seems to be a result of the attempts made i:.o avoid the 
main constraints produced in and by the •traditional materials· sector mainly 
in the 70s and 80s. 

The rapid increase in the price of raw materials, after the so-ca11ed oil 
crisis, the deregulated increase of production (with the strong entrance of 
very competitive developing country producers), the oversupplied markets 
and consequent losses experienced by this sect.or are the m05t discussed 
components of such a constraint.4 Such a difficult situation contritmted to an 
increase in the rigidity of the industries in this ·mature· sector. The lack of 
new investment and the very low rate of R & D expenditure could probably 
~ considered to ~ crucially important in terms of the low modernization 
that this sector experienced during this period. The exceptions were few. 

The main innovations in AMs were, then, produced outside the 
traditional materials sector. In the same way, the appropriation of such 
development was mainly pursued by consumers of those materials, rather 
than by producers of traditional materials. 

As shown in Table 1, there is ind~ a largE- number of advanced 
materials consumers attempting a diversification into AMs. Such big 
Japanese, North-American and Euro~an firms ~long to sectors such as: 

- information technology and electric-electronics (AT&T, IBM, ITT, 
TeKas Instruments, GE, Westinghouse, NTT, Toshiba, NEC, Matsushita, 
Mitsubishi, TDK, Sanyo, Sony, Sumitomo, British Telecom, Thompson, Philips, 
Ericson, ASEA- Brown Boveri and Siem~ns, among others); 

4 See for instance: Souza (1988), US Bureau or Mines (1~), Gonze.1ez-Vi1i1 (1~) 
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- aerospace and aeronautics {Boeing, Mac Donnel Aircraft. 
Aerospatiale); automobile (Isuzu. Honda. Nissan. Toyota. Ford, GM. RenaUlt, 
Scania, Volvo and Fiat); and 

- capital goods (Hert.el, Krupps-Widia). 
They are interested in a11 kinds of AMs and particUlarly, as indicated 

by Table 1, in the development of advanced ceramics. 

Tablet: Consuaers of AdTB:llced llaterials - Di-.ersitii:ation into Production 

fjl'SIJ$ Al'ftllce4 llaterials 
rYi!.tre.L adv. ceramics 
fyijtru ( lf, SUJ)ef<:Onductors end adv. ceramics 
l~~ lIP> optical fibres. nev metals. superconductors and adv. ceramics 
Hit~hi~. oot. fibres. semiconds .. superconds .. adv. ceramics and nev metals 
H.oJl~J adv. ceramics 
jhikcnitme. (JP) adv. cermn;,cs and nev ml!tols 
Isu1& (fP) adv. ceramics 
lfjs!'an (JP) adv. ceramics and composites 
14'"£C (JP) semiconductors. supereonductors. adv. ceramics end nev metals 
m <IP> semicon<Juctors. syperwnductors and adv. ceramics 
Matsushita i JP) nev polymers. nev metals. adv. cerem.ics and superconductors 
Mitsubishi (JP) oot. fibres. semiconds .. superconds .. adv. ceramics and nevmetels 
Sanw C JP) · adv. ceramics and am.orphow silicon 
Sony (JP) adv. ceramics 
Sumitomo (JP) semicon<Js .. superconds .. adv. ceramics. opt. fibres and n. polvmers 
TDK (JP) adv. ceramics 
Toshiba (IP) semiconductors. su1)efgmductors. adv. ceramics end nev metals 
Toyota <JP> adv. commies an<I composites 
AT 8c I <us> adv- ceramics. nn metols. semiconductors and superconductors 
BKhte1 (US) @mjX)tites and supet¢0!ldll¢tors 
Boeini (US) a>mPQSiteS 
EnergyC. D. (US) supetconduciors 
Ford <US) edy_ ceramics. compotites and superconductors 
Gen. Dynamics <us> composites end sqperconductors 
GE <us> ootice1 fil>res. semiconductors. superconductors end e.dv. eeromics 
GM <us> composites. adv. ceramics ar1d swerronductatt 
Goodyear <us> composites end adv. eermnies 
I& I (US) ady. ceremies 
IBM (US) adv. ceramics. ney metals. semiconductors end sUl)erconductors 
ITT (US) ady. ceremies 
Kaiser Aeroso«US) adv. ceramics. nev polymers and superconductors 
Mac J)Qnnel Air.CUS> comoosites 
Motorola rus> ady. ceramics 
Texm Ins. <us> ady. 0Cft1Piq and mniconductors 
Yestinibouse <us> mmconduc1oa and ady. ceramics 
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Tal>lel: Comuaen ot .A.naaced Materials - Diftl'llflcatloa la to Pronctima 
(coat.) 

rtnu 

CGE <IR> 
Renault (tR) 

Stenner CIR> 
Thomson (IR) 
British Telecom (UI:) 

Plessey (UK) 
Hertel CfRG) 
Krupps-Vidia CIRG) 
Siemens (fRG) 
Philips 00.) 

Ericson (SV) 
SliB-Scania (SY) 
Volvo (SV) 
Fiat (IT) 

ady,cempjq 
comoosites 
composites 
ady,cempjq 
adv. ceramics and optic81 fibres 
adv. ceramics. superconductan end oi>tical fibres 
semiconductors and superconductors 
semiconductors ady. ceramics end superconductors 

adv. ceramics 
optical fibres. adv. <:eramics end superconductors 
optical fibres. adv. cermpics 
semiconductors and superconductors 

adv. ceramics 

Source: Yaao Research lutitute (1984) .. Long Tera Cre4it Bank ot Japu. 
(198'1) .. Coheaclet et at. (1988) .. High teehDology Basilless (1988) .. sa (1989) 
and Lastra et tai. (1988). 

In fact, we have to consider that there are also some traditional metal 
producers who have ent:ered the AMs sector. Table 2 shows some examples. 
Nevertheless, very few metal producers in the us and Europe have shown 
the interest or capability of entering such a new and high-tech sector.5 

Only in Japan (Where the development of AMs has been one of the 
main national priorities and Where a government policy of r~tructuring took 
place) did metal producers display a marked diversification into AMs, as can 
be s~n from Table 2. 

~ Cohendet et el. (1988), tor instance, re&ttdin& the mas pro<luars, areue that the 
"E•r••eaa 1lt .. ll•• 11 8U'td 'Y a relati.ely ,..,. ••'lilly er ladutrlal 
str•ct•rn. ud tile fall•re le 1witcla l• f ••cti•al •alet'ial1 wlaicla i• nerall ter••. 
after a •erl .. •f UQtatln. llaH ld:ea ner ... (There is a) •aaHnt 1tratetlc 
11 ... ls•Mlt .. t•e fU'l ef a C .. 114er .. le fHfHli• ef E•tefn• C .. faai• .... 
It c•• le i4eatHylq f•t•r• .,,.,.••Illes ... h 41Yer11fyla1. t•• uc•etyfal 
es .. ,le ~•l•1 llae steel l•d••try: (p. 346) 
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Table 2: Metal ID4hlstries Diwniticatioa into Acmmced Materials 

Metal lll4ustries 

Daido Steel (JP) 
Bit~hi Metals (JI>) 
KaW8S8ki Steel (JP) 
Kobe Steel {JP) 
Mitsubishi Metals (jp) 
Nippon Kok8n C JP) 
Nippon Steel (JP) 
Nippon Tungsten (JP) 
Sumitomo Metals (JP) 
Ioreen Steel Cm> 
Alcoa(US) 
Teledyne (US) 
pecbiney (FR) 

Acmmced Materials 

nu metals 
adv. ceramics. semiconductors mid nev metals 
silltJn wafers. adv. ceramics. carbon fibre. supercs .. n. metals 
adv. <:eramics. superconductors. composites 8Dd nev metals 
semiconductors. adv. cererafos and nev metals 
silicon. n. metals. n. oolvmers. carbon fit>re and adV. wmnics 
nev metals and adv. ceramics 
silicon wafer. carbon fibre. n. metals. supercs .• adv. ceramics 
carbon fil>re. semiconductors. nev metals end a<1y, remnia 
carbon fibre 
n. polymers. adv. ceramics. o.pt. fibres. composites and n. metals 
nev metals and superconductors 
<:eramics. carbon fibre and nev metals 

Source: Yano Research Institute (198•1), Long Tera Cre4it Bank of Japan 
(l9Ml. Coheaclet et at. (1988) .. High Technology Business (1988) .. JETRO 
(1986), sa (1989) 81ld Lastres et al. (1988) 

One import.ant feature that should be stressed here is the fact that the 
diversification pursued by metal firms concerns also th& production of 
substitutes for metals. These firms are pursuing the production of mat:Mials 
which are very different from their traditional productive and technological 
basis. The targ~t seems t.o be the maintenance of their market share, 
threatened by the development of such advanced substitutes. As shown in 
Table 2, the Japanese st.eel companies are entering not only the field of 
production of new metals, but also ~ :: of advanced ceramics, new polymers 
and composites. The same is happening in the case of the French (Pechiney) 
and the North-American (Alcoa) aluminium companies and in the case of tlle 
canadian (Noranda) copper company. 

The metal industry's attempt to diversify int.o AMs faces strong 
c'mpetition from otller traditional sectors Which are also trying t.o 
restructure and diverSify their activities. Among them the most important 
sectors are: cement, textiles, traditional ceramics, chemicals and 
petrochemicals. The petrochemical and chemical sector is, without doubt, the 
one Which is most heavily investing in AMs and Which has the best financial 
and wchnical conditions for doing so.6 

In fact, tlle biggest petrochemical and chemical firms in the ·world 
(such as Du Pont, Dow Chemical, Exxon, Monsant.o, Union carbide, 3M. Bast, 
Bayer, Hoechst, Elf, Rhone-Poulenc, British Petroleum, ICI, Shell and Ciba 
Geigy) now include AMs in their strategy of diverSification. 

6 Ibid 
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table 'J: Petrocheaical and Cheaical Iadustria Dinniticattcm into 
~hmlc:H Materials 

· AS8hi Chemical (IP) o.ptieal fibres. adv. '.:el'amics. composites and nevpolymers 
Idemitsu (JP) nevpolymers and carbon fibre 
Kureha Chemical (JP) nev polymers and carbon ti1>re 
Mitsubishi Chemieets (IP} adv. ceramics. semiconductors and nev polymers 
Mitsui ToatsuChemicals (p) nevmetals and nevoolymers 
Showa Denko (IP) adv. reremies. n. metals. carbon fibre. semics .. n.polymers 
Sumitomo Chem.ks! {_JP) adv. ceramics. (S!'bon fibre and nev polymers 
Toho - Rayon (JP) comoosites and nev polymers 
UBE Chemic& (JP) adv. cermnics and nev polymers 
Allied Chemicals (US) nev polvmers. composites. semiconductors and nev metals 
Dov Chemical (US) adv. ceramics and nev polymers 
Du Pont (US) nev polymers. comoosites. adv. ceramics and superq. 
Ea.runen Kodak {US) nev polymers and adv. gmnpjq 
Exxon Chem. (US) nev polymers 
Hercules (US) nevoolymers and composites 
M.9™to (US) nev ool;-mers 
Union C8rt>ide (US) silicon. comOOSites. ady. ceremics epd nev polymers 
JM (US) adv. cei·amics. composites. and nev polymers 
Basf (FRG) cfil'ton. fibre. composites and nev polymers 
Baver (FRG) adv. ceramics and nev polymers 
fel<!mOle ([RG) adv. cermpics and nev polmm. 
Hoechst CFRG > a<JT. cenmaic.: and neY polymers 
E1f (l'R) adv. sm=mpiq and nevpolymen 
RhOne-Poulenc (fR) adv. cermnics and ney po1Jmea 
BP (UK) composites 
ICI (UK) composites. adv. ceramics. superq. and neVOOlymen 
Shell (UK+NL) carbon fibre end nevoolymers 
AIZO (NL) carbon fibre end nev polymers 
Cil>a Geia <CH) composites end nev polymers 

Source: Yano Re:earch Institute (1984) .. Long Tera Credit Bank ot Japa 
(1984). Cohendet et al. (1988). High TechnotocT Basinea (1988). JETRO 
(1986), sa (1989) and Lastres et al. (1988). 

As Table 3 shows, these firms are mainly pursuing the production of 
new polymers, composites (and/or carbon fibre) and advan~ ceramics. 
ElseWhere I emphasize that the Japanese efforts in this direction (even if 
recognized as relatively weak for the time being) cannot be ignored.' 

7 See tor instance the recent attempts in Japan to strenl1hen um sec10r and to estat>lilh 
the concept or "He• ChemisU'Y" Uinkini the development or chemistry with, tor 
instance, electronics). Lastra (1989 c) 
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3.2 - The develQpment of AMs offtrs t.he possibility for an inversion in the 
logic of production. 

This second argument refers t.o the fact that nowadays a major 
advance in the means of analysing and understanding the structure and 

· properties of matter has been obtained. The cross-f ertillzed effects and fusion 
of materials science With other disciplines such as chemistry, metallurgy, 
physics, electronics, biology, computer science and engineering. etc have led 
t.o significant improvements and developments in materials analysis, design, 
processing and testing Csueh as poWder technol~. hot isostatic pressing, 
rapid solidification process, coating and surf ace modification, bonding 
techniques and non-destructive testing methods). 

It is possible now t.o intervene at the molecutar and at.omic level of 
matter and rearrange the microstructure of materials in order t.o obtain the 
reqUired properties and performance. This has been considered a crucial 
development that set the basis for the beginning of an inversion in the logic 
of production. The focus of the new production systems tends t.o concentrate 
more and more on specifications t.o be met and capabilities t.o be realiZed, 
instead of type of materials (or mineral input) to be used. In other words~ a 
given product no longer relies on a given material or on a given input, 
instead, several materials compete to assume a given function (concept of 
-hyperchoix des mareriawf).~ 

Another important aspect related t.o this second argument and which is 
characteristic of this new production system is that the linkages be~n 
research, design, production, ~eting and consumption were strengthened 
in order t.o permit the development of ·w1ored· materials for specific 
applications and environments. 

15 

3.3 -The development. design and production of advanced materials rely on 
the use of information-intensive techniqu&S and require new patterns of 
work organiZation and industrial organi?Jlti21L 

It is important to stress, not only the r~t changes in terms of the 
use of inputs, but also the agility and flexibility brought about by the use of 
information-intensive techniques in the 11ew materials production systems. 
The use of computational methods in the research, development, design, 
production, testing and commercialiZation of AMs permits a systemic 
approach, speeding up and augmenting the efficiency of the Whole process. A 
significant example here relates to the utilization of CAD/CAM in order to 
obtain a ·first best· mix among various materials and calculate systemic 
relations between shape and structure .9 

It also seems important to emphasize that the use of these 
in!ormation-intet'~tve techniques has betn accompanied by new patterns of 
work organiZati1 and industrial organization. In!lexible mass production 
Which characte, izes traditional materials production systems has become 

8 Cohellde1 e1 al. (1988). 
9 See Lastres le Cessiolato (1989). 



increaSingly unsuitable in conditions of product differentiation. consumer 
sophistication and fast t.echnological changes. The new plants designed t.o 
produce AMs are supposed to be fieXible enough to allow the production of 
"tailor-made· and use-speci.f ic materials. SUch plants are operated by 

· ·muttiskilled. labour forces and are frequently designed to produce 
·muttimateriats·. 

3.4 - This materials revolution is leading to a long term structural change that 
can be maract.erized. on the OM hand. as a. ·transmaterializ;tion· ot 
P-rodUCtion and. on the other hand. by a ·den1ateriaU?.atwn· of production. 

The concept of transmaterialization of production refers to the 
recurring industrial transformation in the way that societies use materials, 
Which is a regular and cyclical process. Demat.erialiZation of production, in its 
turn, refers to a constant decline in the use of materials as a percentage of 
total production. This latter concept relates to thr~ main aspects. Firstly, the 
bold degree of miniaturization achieved by indust.rial produetion is seen as an 
important factor in decreasing the requirements of materials needed by 
industrial processes. secondly. the incr~asing use of in!ormation technology in 
the production of materials and products has also been responsible for a 
considerable saving of materials. Thirdly, there is th~ fact that the material 
itself is visibly tending to gain in complexity by MintegratingM several 
functions. 

Data showing the declining trend of the consumption and production of 
traditional matertals has been produced in order to support the idea of 
transmaterialiZation and demateriallZation of production. Such a trend is 
already clear especially in advanced countries· markets. Figure 3. for 
instance, shows the declining trend in intensity of basic metals consumption 
(Kg per unit of GNP) in Japan, wtich started 16 years ago, just after the oil 
crisis. Accordingly to this figure, such an inversion is most marked in the 
cases of steel, zinc and aluminium. Io 

Figure 4 shows the declining trend in the intensity ..,, metal usage 
(metric tons per million USS of GDP) in the US and in the world. The data, 
produced by the US Bureau of Mines, ref er to the cases of steel, aluminium 
and copper. In the same way, the inversion of the consumption trend seems 
to be associated with the oil crisis. 

Data relating to metals production in the us show that this declining 
trend in consumption reinforced the same trend in the production of the five 
major basic mttals (Figure 5). 

One strong argument produced by some analysts of such movements 
refers to the lint of these trends to the generaliZed and temporary difficulties 
the us economy faced at the beginning of the &Os. However, as Figure 6 

10 Ditteren~ sources 1hoT the sme trend. The Orictnalitr or those da1a used in !icure '3 
refers to the tact that tu primary source ts the 1>iC !rencb producer or aluminium, 
Pechiftey. 
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FIGUU 3: M•taltl Consumption p.r 1Ulit Of GllP Ul Japan ( 1955/841) 
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On~ strong argument produced by some analysts of such movements 
refers to tlle link of these trends to tlle generaliZed and temporary difficulties 
the US economy faced at the beginning of the &OS. However, as Figure 6 
indicates, such trends, at least in the case of the US, cannot any more be 

· considered simply as a conjunctural shift. 
As Figure 6 shows that the general recovery experienced by the US 

economy after 1982 was not f ollo~ in the primary metals ~tor and the 
metal mining sector, suggesting that the possibility of a structural change 
shoUld be further investigated. 

Figure 6: Industrial Versus Metal Production Index 

M • 1 i:c 1 ... I 

• M.:t::i :·immq 
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Year 
Source: Souza (1988) 

There is indm a well def h1ed tendency towards the process of AMs 
~ing subStitl.\ted for basic metals, as is mainly the case With some polymers 
and composites displacing st:Hl in the car industry or optical fibres displacing 
copper Wires in telecommunications. Another aspect that relates to the fourth 
argument is that th~ advent of AMs goes beyond the process of materials 
competition and substitution. Opportunities are open for the development of 
entirely new materials displaying new properties. 

As I haV€ ·· 1ready mentioned, most of these AMs have been developed 
to fulfil completely new and sophisticated functions and applications, 
especially those associated \.lr'ith the advance in the high-tech areas. In this 
sense, they do not have to compete \.lr'ith existing materials in order to get 
into the market. Examples in this case include the development of 
stmiconductor materials, photoresists and mtmory shape alloys, among 
others. The decrease in cost and price of such new materials \tllll then be 
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crucial in terms of permitting and accelerating their rate of diffusion 
throughout the economy as well as making possible the consolidation of these 
high-tech areas. 

Therefore, perhaps the most important aspect relating to the 
· development of these AMs is the fact that they have been seen as a 
nee~ and strategic issue in terms of opening new paths of growth and 
strengthening future industrial competitiveness. Probably the best example 
oi such a situation is the intense Japanese effort in respect oi advanced 
ceramics. The long term policies adopted in ~at country towards the 
development of these materials seem t.o reflect the aim of building up 
capabilities aiming at establishing of a new pattern of production and 
consumption of materials. 

So the development and introduction of AMs indeed seems to 
constitute a discontittuity in terms of materials evolution. Not only are the 
producers of traditional and advanced materials completely different, but 
also t:h:eir inputs, technological processes, industrial structures, work 
organization, product characteristics (and freque-ntly even their markets) are 
entirely distinct. The very group of materials 'w't1ich Will form the basis for 
future industrial development is now being defined. A new sector is taking 
shape. In this sense, the current time presents an opportunity to establish a 
new technological and economic leadership in sucti a pervasive area. 

4- 1'.-itionat and Regional Policies on Advanced Materials 

The major advances in materials science until the mid-seventies were 
mostly as the result of a spin-off from the huge US programmes in the areas 
of defence, aerospace and energy technology. 

The decade of the 60S is marked by the generalized increase in R & D 
expenditure and, particularly in the case of AMs, by the formulation of 
private and national R & D projects concentrating attention on Spe<'ific 
improvement of those materials. 

4, 1 - Japan 
In Japan, the long term R &: D policies on advanced materials have been 

coordinated by MITI and STA. Having started almost 20 years ago, from a 
rather modest basis and within the programmes on ~e conservation and the 
development of new sources of energy, materials projects have had the 
support of several industries, 

Much more than in other countries, in Japan the development of 
advanced materials SfftDS to have been pursued within a national framework 
of objectives. Firstly (and just after the oil crisis), the central t.arget was 
related to the possibility of attenuating the impact of the increase in the price 
of oil and other raw materials on the Japanese econcmy, Now-adays, the hope 
of taking advantage of a promising structural change Sffms to be getting 
stronger in that country. Tht general idea is to establish a new pattern of 
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marerials production and consumption more adequare to the Japanese 
perspectives of growth. One attempt in this direction is the inrention of 
changing the basis of future industrial development from m~tals t.o advanced 
ceramics. Such a possibility has been pursued by exploring the advantages 

· created by the sound Japanese microelectronics sect.or, linking the 
development of AMs with the requirements of this sector. 

Table 4 sbo"ft"S the Japanese R & D programmes on AMs in 1988 and 
1989. In 1988, ¥ 16,070 million were deployed in this area, Within the three 
main important gov~rnmental programmes in rerms of marerials CBFTI -
Basic Technology for Future Industries, Large-Scale Project and Multi-Core 
Project•'). From this total, 701 reierred to R & Din superconductors. 

In rerms of the nature of AMs, the Japanese efforts in R & D 
concentrated on advanced ceramics. This family of materials in 19&& was 
responsible for almost 701 of that total, mostly because of the high priority 
given to R & D in high temperature ceramic superconductors (HTSCs).12 

Table i: It le D on AclTilllced Materials in Japan 1988189 (aillion t) 

Targets Period Budget l'udget 
(FY) (FY88) (FY89) 

MITI (BTII) 
SupercondtJctors 1988/97 1061 1872 
Advance~ Ceramics l98ll9i 1099 11~2 
HevPo1mers 1981/90 532 5'30 
S:mthetic Membranes 1981/90 357 358 
Nev Metals 1981/88 380 
Comoosites 1981/fU3 548 
PhQtoactjve M~teriats 198519) Z.11 :ua 

Lerge-Scele 
AMs Proc. Smems 1986/93 1679 2329 
fin~ Ch~mical~ 1986/95 20 m 

Sul> total 5960 
STA(Multi-COre) 11171 

(-BlTI} (-1061} 
Total 16070 

Note: !Ms ere also developed within other MITI end STA projects, such as Human 
Frontier Program, Moonlight (Superconducting Generator), Sunshine, Large-Seele 
(High-Speed Computing System-Ge.As), end also other ministries programmes Education, 
Po!t end Te1ec., Health etc). 

Source: ~IST/lllTI (1988 and 1989) and ST~ (198 a eod 1988 b) 

11 The tatter includes R & D projects coordinate(. by S!A, MITI. Min. or Edl.:cation, Min. of 
Transport and Min. of Post and Telecommunicatio:ls. 
12 Considerin1 that on1y 8'!. or the superconductor~ PtOit&mmes refer to metallic 
materials and also C01Uiderin1 the etroru towrds the development of IU'UCtUra1 
ceramics (6•1.). 
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It is worthWhile mentioning t.hat until 1987 (i.e. before t.he disco?ery 
o! the HTSCS), the attention of t.he Japanese government was concentrated on 
the development of structural advanced ceramics. MITI. for instance, 
dedicated 201 of its BFTI total budg~t for 1987 (which in addition to AMs, 

·included also electronics and biotechnology R & D) to these mat.erials.13 MITI 
budget regarding t.he research in structural ceramics (aiming at the 
development of gas turbine components) c~mtinues to increase year by year. 
From 1988 t:i 1989 it increased by 4.S~- Nevertheless, superconductors 
funding increased by 76:C in the same period. 

The most important result ot these long term Japanese efforts is the 
leadership achieved by its industry in terms of the world hierarchy in the 
production of advanced ceramics (bot.h electronic and structural), carbon 
fibre and semiconductors. In addition, Japanese capability in compound 
semiconductors (such as gallium arsenide), integrated optical materials, 
su~r~ondu~tors and biomaterials are being recognized as the most promising 
in the world_l-t 

4.2 - United States of Amerka 

In the U~, the emphasis on the development of AMs has concentrated 
on composites and new polymers (and, recently, also on superconductors). 
Currently, government sponsored R & D is diffused throughout the multitude 
of government programmes and there is no single agency having the sole 
ma 1date for materials R & D. This has been critictzed by the US Congress and 
the scientific community, Who attribute the recent Japanese leadership in 
strategic advanced materials to the us· lack of planning and coordination. 

In fact, a recent survey on advanced materials produced under the 
auspices of the US National Research Council reinforces such conclusions. t 5 
The study comprises an analysis of advanced mat.erials commitments :n 
countries such as the US, UK, FRG, France, Spain, canada, Japan and South 
Korea. The main conclusions are that: 

- materials research and development seems to be less coordinated in 
the us than in other advanced countries. In the us no major agency is in 
charge of planning, setting priorities or evaluating materials (or industrial) 
policy and there is low cooperation (or no relationship at all) between various 
agencies and various sectors (especially between the generation of new 
knowledge and its utilization); 

- most other nations support th~ development of materials science 
t.hrough caret ully targeted government programmes; 

- between 1976/87, the Federal government reduced materials 
funding by 11~ and by 23i tor nondefence spending; 

13 See Lestres (1989 b) 
14 See Morse (1989). 
1~ Cohen (1989) end High-Teeh Materials ilert (Dee. 1989). 
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- while the government gives defence and energy research that. same 
type of national push, it leaves materials development for electronics, 
telecommunications, nonmilitary aerospace, and other fields in the hands of 
individual corporations. 

- such a tendency has dang~rous consequences for US competitiveness. 
The recent negative performance of 7 major industri~s. in terms of the 
balan<:.;. of trade, has 00en attributed to the lack oi sufficient progress in 
advanced materials. 

The final recommendation of the report is that advanced materials 
off er a s~al opportunity to start urgent coordination in schmce and 
~hnology in general, which is lacking in the US nowadays. But, probably, the 
strongest argument used to attract better support for this area relates t.o the 
possible threat in terms of national security that the underdevelopment of 
these materials and their corresponding technologies could imply•£>. 

As one result of such pressures a recent change in the US is taking 
place. AMs are now seen as Ran enabling technology inextricably linked to 
technological advancement and competitiveness as well as t.o national 
s€-~uri tr. 1; 

The North-American expenditure in AMs are estimated to be over 
U-nfold the Japanese funding. The US has had the capacity to advance on a 
wide materials research front, which indeed requires a large budget. Then, 
and despite all criticism, the US still holds a comfortable international 
position in composi~, new met.ats and new polymers and also in 
infrastructure and human resources capabilities in general. 

Figure 7 shows that the Federal government spends USS 1 billion every 
year in materials science and engineering in the us. This total includes 
AMs.1s 

As we have already seen, R & D responsibility in materials R & D 
programmes fall under the ambit of a number of agencies with s~ific 
mission targets. These include: Department of Energy, Department of Defence, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Commerce 
(National Bureau of Standards), Department of Interior (Bureau of Mines) 
and the Nationa1 Science Foundation. 

According to this Figure 7, DOE has been the m~t important promoter 
of materials R & D, responsible for almost 6oi of the total expenditure in 
1985. 

16 See, for ins1an<:e, Morse (1989): ·w .... J.,u wu i•Hlirid receetly t• ... 
1i1amcuUy abm or tbe US i• six or 22 critical teclaaoloaies (aicreelectrnics. 
c••PH•• ~caicH••cters. •aclliae iatelli1nce, iatearate4 eptic:s. 
saperc••••ctl•lty aa• •loteclaa•lea .. 1erlal1) all critical te l••I ter• t1HlitatiH 
swperiority ia •••••• 1y1te111, Aaerlcaa1 aaw tlal1 u a tlareat: 
17 OECD (1988). 
18 Relial>le de.ta tor this area are not routislety a'8ilal>te and, u OECD (1988) reporU, 
probably are not separately tabulate<I. See note 8. 
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In 1986, OOE budget decreased from USS 647 million to USS 609 
million. In the same year, all the other agencies increased their funding: DOD 
(from USS 155 million to USS 164 million), NSF (from USS 135 million to USS 

· 137 million), NASA (from US$ 107 million to US$ 121 million), BOM (from 
US$ 33 million to US$ 4 1 million), NBS (from US$ 2 3 million to US$ 2 5 
million). 

figure 7: R a D Materials Science and Engineering in the US by Agency 
f'T 85 • lY 86 • US$ LtB• 

0 
DOE DOD NSF NASA B0!1 

• It is estimated that private investment represents an equivalent a.mount. 

Soarce: OECD (1981) 

- :-; ~·;;;:i:. 
• :. i ·;3:: 

It is estimated that, in the US, private investment represents an 
amount at least equivalent to the go,1ernment investment. Among the main 
firms investing in AMs are: IBM, A T &: T, Du Pont, Exxon, 3M, GE, Boeing and 
GM. 

Specific data about R &: D programmes on AMs in the US, shom a 
different picture. As FigUre 8, indicates, in 1983. DOD was responsible tor 651 
of the total government funding. DOE for l 7j, NASA for 1o:g , NSF for 4j and 
both NBS and BOM for 2:g.19 

19 Data here refer to the sutVeT the General A«0untin; Office made tor fY 198'3, based 
on data provided 1>y the six main eeencies in charie Tilth AMs pra&remmes, vhieh 
totalled elmost US$ 200 mi11ion. See OECD (1988 b) 
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Table 5 sho\'IS tlle R & D priorities in tlle US for materials in 1986. The 
most outstanding difference from otller national policies relat.es to the 
emphasis on composites. Such an emphasis has been very strong there, wbere 
materials science has been much improved mainly because of the huge R & D 
programmes in def en~ technology. 

Ta1>1e ~= Govemaent Ra: D Priorities in the US (i988) 

llaterials Goals 

.Acmmced Cenmlcs 
High-Perfoman<:e Structurnl Ceramics Dev. of mats. for heat wmponents. turbine 

blades and heat shields for automotive and 
oircroO engines 

Electronic end S;Jper(Onducting Ceramics Dev. of ma.ts. for ele(tronic and electric81 
wmoonents and tor integrated ®tics ror 
we in e1ectrice1 trwmission. tranmort and 
medical indmtries 

Coaposites 
Fibre Reinforce<! Plastic Resin Dey. of structural componenu tor oeromce. 

automotive and ind. construction 
Metal Matrix Composites Dey. of ma11. ror nrucnni ond 

nmerconducti1l& comP®ents 
Jiiift" lleta1s 
.4m.or,phour Meto1I Dey. of mau. tor electromcpetic equipment 

Soarce: O!CD (1988 a and 19881>) 
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As we can see from Table 6. in 1983. composit.es were responsible for 
more than half the government funding for AMs. Such a fact reflects the 

. importance of DOD and NASA funding and their priorities for the 
development of such a family of materials. 

Advanced. ceramics with 2 3% of the total funding in that year, was the 
first priority in DOE. BOM, NBS and NSF programmes. 

New polymers, se<;ond priority for DOE, NSF and NBS, were considered 
at the time (as they are still considered nowadays) the most important area 
in terms of private capabilities. Governmental support in this area (expected 
to be supplementary to pri\•ate investment) concentrated on new polymers 
with optical functions (mainly liquid crystal) and separation membranes. 

Table 6: Ra: Don Adnnced Materials in the US l>y Agencies (198]) 

DOD DOE JIASA JISI JIBS BOii TOTAL 

composites ~0~ t>,.., "?er> 
i ,-1) 75% 1% 6% 53% 

adv. ceraaics 13% 6% l:t 34:t 491 531 231 

aaon>hous alloys 15$ g:g 13$ 3 l:t 211 471 153 

ney polmers 4:t 24:t 2:t 331 241 91 

Source: OECD (1988 a and 1988 b) 

4.3 - Europe 

Since the early 80s the EEC has included the development of AMs in 
strategic research programmes such as Sprit (VLSI integrated circuits), Race 
(optical fibres), Biotechnologie (biomaterials), Brite (separation membranes, 
new polymers. composites and amorphous alloys) and Eureka. 

Eureka includes, among others (see Table 7) the project ·car Structure 
Using New Materials - CARMAT 2000). This project has a 5-year budget of 60 
million ECUs and European firms su~h as Basf, Bayer, Elf, ICI, Pechiney, 
Peugeot and Saint Gobain participate in it. 
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Table 7: Materials in the Eureka Programme. 
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In 19~6. a special programme on AMs was established - the European 
Researc.h for Advanced Materials (!URAM). The basic document of t:his 

. programme explicitly recognizes the significant results achieved by Japanese 
and North-American firms as an outcome of R & D expenditure in AMs and 
the consequent inferiority of European firms in facing such increasingly 
difficult competition.20 

This is a four-year programme with a budget of 30 million ECUs. Its 
main target is the development of those AMs in Which Europe is relatively 
less competitive: advanced ceramics, new metals and composites (see Table 
8). It aims at the improvement of materials, 11nking basic research with 
engineering work and it is designed to create, develop and apply new 
materials and to secure the evolution of existing materials to a higher level 
of improvement and t.o be competitive in terms of costs. 

Ta1>1e 8: European Research tor AdYBDced Materials - EURAll Proeraaae 

Priorities Goals 
Lievelopment of Metallic Materials: aluminium alloys (especially for oerosp. end au1.} 

magnesium alloys 
titanium alloy 
electrical wnta.ct materials 
mameuc materi81s 
mats. for surfaa: coating (dev. of nev steel allon) 
develcmment of improyed thin-n11ed (8Stlng 

Development of MDnced Ceramics: @tjmiptjon of SiC. Siolon for use in engines 
mats for surface coating <substiMes for mete.ls) 
basic study of the high-temperature behavioUr 
stud! of r&rA1Qic comoosites 

Devel®ment of Composites: orgmic-matrix <:0mpolites <tor eerosp. and t l 
metallic-matrix composites <using a1tvp1nium and 
mognesi\Jm matrices> 

Other .AMs for Specific Applications: memory shape alloy. a11oys with high energy 
absorption. highly corrosion resistant marine 
materiols. comoosites yjth e,morphow matrices. 
composites Eth vureow matrices 8Dd composites 
Jtith elastic matrim tor energy-shock-noise 
absorption 

Source: EUlill (1986) 
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20 ·p••r Hrtir •• ce cercle •icins •• Hl•6t' .. Uiat et •• ••••••uce. et u11i •••r 
repaaer •• ,_,6tltl•lt6 ••r le flu .... lal. l"l••••trie nr.,6e8•• ••it ineslir 
.......... , •an I' illMWati• tec••l .. I•• •• lla&6rlns. Le treject EUIAM. ea 
,..,. .. ,.., In ntr.,rlH1 11816rlns •• la CBE n •• ........ ceMrnt. , .. , .... , 
le rile •• ca&alysHr ,..r ,r ..... elr •• •6t'iaole tcieace et •• Pai• •• 
aat6t'l .. s nr.,._.: CEE, J>mrrmpme d'Action de Re@erehe - Moterioux 
1986/89.<Bnmels, 1986) p. IV-9,. 
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Concomit.anUy with these regional efforts, national programmes 
(mainly those in FRG and France) have been strengthened, ajmtng at 

. modernizing industrial structures and creating capabilities in advanced 
mat.erials R & D. 

In general, the European posture regarding AMs then has been 
defensive and aimed at ·malting up for lost time·. Cohendet et al, recognizing 
sucb a nffd and trying t.o analyse the reasons, conclude: -ror a ftl'T long 
tiae Europe played a lea4iag role ia aaterials reiearch ... lt would 1>e going 
too fer to RT todaT that Earope h• been o'ftrtakea, 1>ut there is ao doubt 
that it has allowe4 the US and .,JatMm to steal a aarch oa it in research into 
aost of the aaterials with the highest es:peete4 gro9th rates l>etwwa aow 
and the ea4 of the ceat111T ... 1llere are perhaps aaay reasons Ylly Europe 
tap l>ehiacl (nch as 4ispenioa of actinties, lack or foresight. 4iTi4e 
INttweea research and illdastrT etc), l>at it is clear that illertia due to 
tratition is oae that aeriu eaphmis •. 21 

In terms of AMs the European industrial strategy concentrates mainly 
on the ·development of polymers and new light metals and anoys.12 It 
recogniZes the need to link research, production and consumption, aiming at 
taking advantage of the strong~t capabillti~ of the region. In this sense, the 
European f ormUla to stimUlate this area seems to concentrate on the strategy 
of linking the most promising Eurot*afl family vf .~J.ds (ri~w f.-Vlyme-rs, giT;H.l 
the competitive strength of its chemical industry and its research 
capabilities) with one of the most promising European industrial consumers 
of AMs (automobile industry) 

4.4 - Other Countri~ 
Other measures and countermeasures regarding the development and 

introduction of AMs, have been adopted by countries such as Canada, 
Australia, China, Brazil, South Korea and some other developing countries. 
Such policies were developed mainly after the second half of tlle 80s. Most of 
them are related to the need for a protective policy (mainly in the case of big 
traditional materials producers who feel threatened by the new advances) or 
to the perspective of taking advantages of an important transition period. 

i...=_Ja,pao.ese Stratec.J Towards tbe Development of Advanced 
MIW'Jlli 

Since Japanese industry can be considered as more vulnerable than 
others to potential energy and materials supply curtailments and more 
sensitive to economies with these inputs (because of its almost total reliance 
on imports), the development of advanced materials has been among its 
highest R & D priorities, mainly from the 1970s onwards. In the 80s tlle 
development of AMs has become one of the three cornerstones of the 
Japantst industrial strategy, along with microelectronics and biotechnology. 

21 Cohendet e1 el. (1988) p. ;n 
22 Lestres et el. ( 1988 b) 
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The most important feature of the Japanese policy towards the 
development of AMs seems to be that the measures adopted in that country 

. are geared towards radically changing the patterns of production and 
consumption of materials. In oth~ "WOrds, Japan is pursuing policies 
concentrating on discontinuity of traditional production of materials and 
emphasizing the linkages between materials production and new sectors such 
as information technology. 

As we have seen, one of t.he major characteristics of Japanese strategy 
on AMs has been the national concern With the development of these 
materials and the promotion and improvement of t.echnological strengths 
through long-term R & D programmes with very high rates of industrial 
participation. The long term policies adopted in Japan for the development of 
these materials and their precocious commercialization (with the purpose of 
changing traditional consumption habits and aiming at acquiring leadership 
in the area) reflect calculated objectives such as to build up capabilities 
regarding t.he establishment of a new pattern of international competition. 

The main targets of tLe policies regarding the development of 
advanced materials in Japan have been: 

. the inauguration of a new patt&rn of production and consumption of 
materials, m1n1m121ng national disadvantages (innovative activities to 
substitute for high-priced factor inputs) and, at the same time, maximizing 
internal advantages (innovative activities to explore capabilities built up in 
electro rlcs, for instance); 

. the aim of building completely synthetic materials, controlled at 
molecular and atomic level, to cater tor a more and more specific and 
sophisticated demand (utilization-oriented research); 

. the strong emphasis on fusion of materials science with other 
disciplines such as physics, electronics, chemistry and, mainly, biology; 

. the objective of developing advanced materials related to IT sectors; 

. the promotion of internal and international interactions; 

. the attention to R & D, production, marketing and consumption of 
advanced materials Within a conception of a system. 

In general terms, the Japa.'lese policy for the development or AMs can 
be divided into 2 phases. The first (adopted in the 70s), When advanced 
ceramics were chosen to be the basis of future industries. This choice was 
made according to two related factors. FirsUy, the development of advanced 
ceramics, in the ~ y it has been pursued, represents a major attempt to 
considerably reduce mineral and energy inputs (in terms of volume and 
price) in both production and utilization of materialS. Stcondly, it represents 
a very technology-intensive production and a more fleXible production 
organization in a completely new area. 

Many advanced ceramics are superior to traditional materials in 
various industrial applications, resulting in economies in materials and 
en~gy (such as applications in automotive engines, meaning light.tr and 
more fuel efficient motor vehicles) as wtll as in products that cann<>t be 
made of conventional materials. 

' ' ' 
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Ceramic mat.erials are also generally more abundant and evenly 
distribut.ed throughout the earth·s crust than conventional met.a.ls. Alumina 

. and silicon ceramic mat.erials are plentiful even in Japan. Their refinement 
and do\lr-nstream fabrication processes t.end t.o require relatively less energy 
than metals, need not be locat.ed in congested areas and are more pollution
f re-e. 

On the other hand, one has to consider that the selection of ceramics to 
be the core of AMs plays an important role in t.erms of producing a 
discontinuity in mat.erials production and consumption. The emphasis on new 
plastics, for instance, (and as pursued in the US and Europe) could be seen in 
Japan as a desired but much more difficult target, because of the strong 
international competition in chemical industry. 

As we have seen, Japan !!as been emphasizing the improvement of 
advanced ceramics since the mid-70s. This issue did not lose priority Within 
the main national targets, despit.e the elepe(t.ed technical/economic results in 
terms of structural ceramics until the mid-(SOs not having been entirely 
fulfilled. Due to this patient and long term public policy, Japan can now count 
on a large base of sktll and experience in tlie field of ceramics, Which is 
fundamental for the development of tt1e programmes on high temperature 
ceramic superconduct.ors. Such experience relates to previous activities in 
research, development, production, commercialization and use of ceramic 
mat.erials. 

Regarding this issue conoorning superconductivity it has also t.o be 
mentioned the Japanese long t.erm investments in the field of metallic 
superconduct.ors. Aft.er the discovery of the new ceramic superconductors, in 
19a6/87. Japan had the advantage of having placed ceramics and 
superconductivity among the top priorities in its R & D programmes years 
before. Then, rapidly, these two priorities were linked to form a new 
pr~ramme oriented t.o exploit and augment the capabilities built up in both 
areas. In fact, one the most impressive Japanese features ~ms t.o be the 
agility With Which public policy can be reoriented to the new discoveries and 
new perspectives of growth. Now, the concrete possibility of Japanese 
supremacy in the field of ceramic superconductors is so high that US 
measures under Reagan's administration concerning this subject have been 
considered as a response t.o t.his situation. 2 3 

The second phase is consistent With the new strategy, conceived in the 
late 80s, of creating new paths for the development of science and t.echnology 
(and Which relies on "Japanese creativity" and the development of 
int.ernational programmes for basic and fundamental research, such as the 
Human Frontier Programme). 

In this new phaw the intention emerges of developing advanced 
mat.erials beyond the traditional concept of materials. For example, intelligent 
mat.erials (a new subStanoo or material Which surpasses single·function 

Z3 See, for instance, Commi~ on Science, Eniineering and Public Policy (1988) and 
UMIDO (1C'.8'7). 
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ma~riaJs and those tNhich change function in response to changes in 
envirvnmental ~vnditions). which possess key functions such as sell-recovery, 

. ~lf -adjustment vr control, self -diagnosis. stand-by capabilities, self -
reproducibility and ability to be ext.ernall7 tuned.2" 

6 - Impact of Advanced Materials 

We saw in the previous sections tl1at With the development and 
introdu~tion of advanced materials. some important changes are expected to 
influence the ~"aY science and technology are developed and materials are
produced and consumed. The policies adopted by different countries and 
firms (be they the most aggressive or the most complacent ones) reflect the 
intention to build up capabilities conforming to a new international pattern. 

In tlle- lat~r two sections, I bn~fly discussed the advanced countnes· 
posture tJ)ward AMs.. ior such countries are the ones Which have better 
conditions tor influencing and shaping this new pattern. Despite recognizing 
tlie importance of discussing U1e foreseen global impacts of the introduction 
.::f th~s~ m~t€-ria1s in the international scenario, in this section I Will focus on 
the impacts for the so-called Third World countries, for they seem to be the 
most dramatic. I will also use some examples from the Brazilian experience 
on advanced materials Which I believe to be very interesting and which is 
the s1tuatlon I know beSt. 

As we saw, the introduction oi AMs in the market has been 
accompanied by a decreasing trend in terms of the advanced countries 
consumption of raw and traditional materials. In global terms, the same sort 
of d(tclining trend can be identified. The analysis of the world consumption. of 
the se~.·en major metals sho\.\-'S that their yearly rate of growth turned 
negative a!ter 1979 (see Figure 9). The criSis that started in the early 70S put 
an end to the high rates of demand growth experienced by most major metals 
aunng u1e ~nod 01 the 50s and 60S. This slowdown was f urtller deepened 
by the recession Which took place in the early 80S. 

Suct1 a change has various consequences for U!e leec developed 
countries (LOCs), especially those Which are important producers of 
traditional materials and ores. The most visible one refers to the e~ 
negative impact on the balance of trade of these countries. According to 
Gonzalez-Vigil ( 1985): °The significance or this tell ii panaoUDt indeed, as 
the seTea aetats (analysed in Figure 9) represent arouo.d three quarters or 
aore or the ftlue of all aetals ainerals in the world eccmoay ad. in 
particular, they accounted tor three quarters of clenlopill1 countries" 
ezports of all non-fuel ainerats in the aid-70s ad toeether Tith 
aan1anese ore, for ~'" of the total non-tuel ainerat ezport earn.in.cs 
reeeift4 t.y dewloptn.1 countries ta 1980."2~ 

24 Yanecida (1987) and Saito (1989). 
25 Gonzelez-Vi&il (1985), p. 12. 
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Figure 9: Declining Trend in World Consumption of Major Metals 

Source: Gonzalez-Vigil (198~) 
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It is wortt1 mentioning that such a declining trend does not necessarily 
imply an absolute decline in the volume of raw material and metals exports 
from de·1eloping countries. But it does mean that the consumption of such 
produ-:t.s is no longer incr~asing at the same raw as it used to in the past. On 
tlli? otlli:r t1anrJ, 1t 1s e~ted not t.o increase as much as the t.otal increase in 
manuiactunng output in the future.26 

It is also expected that the metals industry's current international 
division of labour will continue for some time, but not for long. Developing 
countri&s ar€- expected to be the fastest growing market for the major metal 
raw materials produc~ by themselves. Then, While in the past a greater 
rate ot consumption of major metals used to express a greater level of 
industrial development within the different countries, today it has turn~ to 
~ tne oppos1c.&. Low oonsumptton growth of metals is now oonsi~red a 
characteristic ot mature developed economies. 

26 See US Bureeu or Mines ( 1988) end Vorld Bente estimates. 
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At the same time. figures about the estimated world market for AMs 
are eloquent sho'Wing growth rates around 2o:g per year. And if the 
. traditional materials sector is losing its importance and separating more and 
more from the dynamic axis of industrial growth, worse than this is the 
depressing trend experienced by the prices of those traditional materials 
and raw materials . 

35 

In tact, as tne World Bank has demonstrated, surll a declmmg trend 
can be ~n as the general tendency of commodity pnces (excluding 
petroleum) in the last decades. Figure 10 sho\lr'S the weighted index of prices 
for .33 non-fuel commodities in the period 1950/2000. Tt1is group ot 
·:ommodities includes agricultural products (67.7 i), minerals and metals 
(27.1%) and timber (5.2%).27 It is clear from the figure that the price index 
of the",,e commodities is e~riencing a remarkable decline in the analysed 
period. It is worth emphasizing that these data also indicate that, after the 
&Os, short run pn~ increases were always followed by greater price 
decreases. 

As tl1e price forecast reveals, non-fuel commodity pric-E>s are expected 
t.:> d~line even more from their 1988 level over this and the next year and 
art- expected to make only a modest improvement over the 1900/2000 
period, increasing only 51 With the price forecast for 2000 representing only 
45~ of the price at the ~inning of the period. 

Figure 1 O: Weighted Index of Commodity Prices 
(Constant 1~ US Dollars) 
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'l:1 For the methodolO&Y used to produce these data see Vorld Senk ( 1989) 



Figure 11 shows th~ weighted index of metal and mineral prices for 
the same ~riod. From it we notice the consistent dectine in the prices of 

. these products. Such a decline became sharper after the 70s. 
The decline in minerals/metals prices expected be~n 1988 and 

1990 is about 16:g. An improvement of 1 o:g is expected over the 
1990/2000 perioo. As a result, the average metal an~ mineral prices index 
estimated by the World Bank for this decade (1990/2000) is less than half 
oi the 50s and 60s averJ.ges. 

Figure 11: Weighted Index of Metal and Mineral Prices 

(constant 198l us Dollars) 
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Source: Yorld Bant (1989) 

In terms of the analysis of spedfi\': price behaviour, the next figures 
present the trend for 4 selected ores and metals in the last decade. 

Figure 12 shows the declining trend in the prices of iron ore. We can 
see from it that the prices of this ore fell from 25.6 USS/MT in 1980 to 16.6 
USS/MT .in 1988 and are estimated to reach 16.9 this year. It should be 
emphasized that in 1970 the price of iron ore was 41.& USS/MT, i.e. 2,5 times 
the present price. 



Figure 12: Declining Trend in Iron Ore Prices 
(in 1985 constant US dollars) 
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Figure 13 shows a similar trend tor the prices of baUXite in the same 
period. In this case. the price of bau~te. Wbich reached 39.2 in 1982, 
experienced a fall oi almost 50% during the f ollo'Ning 6 years, reaching 2 1.8 
USS/MT in 196t>. The estimatt of the World Bank shows that a continuing 
decline is 41~'Pected t.'lis year, Vvith the price falling to 19.8 US$/MT. 

... 
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Figure 13: Declining Trend in Bauxite Prices 
(in 1985 constant dollars) 
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Among the metals .. tin and lead were the on~ that experienced the 
mvst dramatic price fall in t.he last decade. as Figure 14 and 15 show. From 
19ao to 19~6 tin price fell more t.han 3001 and lead price almost 2001. ln 
t.he latter case, a major decline is still expected. The ~timated price of lead 
for this year represents almost one t.hird of the price of 1980. 

Figure 14: Declining Trend in Tin Prices 
(in 198l constaat US dollan) 
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Source: Vorl Bank (1989) 

Figure 15: Declining Trend in Lead Prices 
(in 1985 co~ant US dollars) 
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Tlie impact of tl1ese changes on the metallurgy of developing countries 
w'ill (>i (\)Urse depend on the degree and pace of the dissemination of AMs . 

. For most metal producers, even in advanced countries, their attempts t.o 
remain in the market and make profits in such a difficult scenario involve 
some very difficult options. But the discussion of the foreseen impacts of the 
mtr0duction of AMs on LOCs, as ~11 as the alternatives which can be open to 
thi?Si? countnt?s, transcends the limits of a sunple change m the materials 
basis oi the economy. The range of aspects that haT1e t.o be discussed varies 
from the difficult financial situation of most the LDCs (and, in specific terms. 
0f tlie metals producers in tllese countries .:!~) t.o the specificity of AMs 
.j~velopment and production (such as their sophisticated technological 
ro?-quirements an.d their interaction 'With and dependence on consumers). 

Attempting to discuss some of such aspects, I would stress the fact 
tl1at '."lith the advent of advanced materials the tendency in materials 
produ('tton seems to ~ a complete change from production based on physical 
iactors endowments, leading t.o an increasing dependence on sophisticated 
pr .. xesses and resulting in an era of strong savings in energy and natural 
re~.·:>urces. As one result. the introduction of advanced materials is already 
\.11~.nging (and is expected to lead to a dramatic major change) the structur~ 
of the so-called traditional comparative advantages and the present 
international division of labour. 

Then, from some developing countries· point of view, these recent 
cn~nges pose a perhaps unpr~nt:ed challenge and render much of the 
1:urrently practised development strategies obsolete, mainly those based on 
production geared to exports of ores and basic metals. As we saw, a 
:;ignificant number of developing countries have had exports or minerals and 
t>asic metals as the core of their growth strategies. In 1985, among the LOCs 
v~"hicb had more than 501 of their exports originating in the mineral sector, 
the cases of Zambia (941), Bolivia (821), Zaire (741), Peru (701), Jamaica 
<67%), Chile (641), Togo (521) and Papua New Guinea (511) should be 
~mphas1zed~9. Even bigger countries which have implemented more 
sopt11s . ..icar~ economic structures like Brazil and Australia have a significant 
st1are of their export revenues derived from mineral production.JO 

In this new situation, the importance of large and high grade national 
mineral reserves, relatively cheap and abundant energy i:iputs and non
qualified work (even 'With extremely low levels of w-ages) is tending to 
diminish. The consequences of such changes have to be analysed not only in 
terms of the threat to developing countries· international market share and 
~xport earnings, but also in terms of the loss of attracaveness this new 
situation exerts on foreign investments. 

28 Such a situation is wrsened by the lack or e&ility that iOvernment bureaucracy and 
traditional materials producers may display .tlen tacins the chellenie of 
restructurins. 
29 V or1d Bent. (1987) 
30 See Lastres 8c Cessiolato (1989). 
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The best example in this case is perhaps that Which relates to the 
carajas Project ~ Brazil. It 'W'a.S designed in the early eighties to attract 

. foreign capital via exploitation of Latin America's most important mineral 
province in the Amazon. The Brazilian Government provided the necessary 
infrastructure for the project, including ports, railroads, energy supplies and 
various subsidies {ten year exemption oi federal and regional taxes, energy 
pnces tie low cost, etcJ Even with such subsidies the prOJect failed as tar as 
its mam obJective ts concerned. Only the iron subproject led by a Stlte 
company - CVRD - TNas implemented with the external participation of tl1e 
World Bank and otller minor foreign partners. leaving aside original 
subprojects for other minerals. The "failure· was due to lack of interest by 
foreign investors (both financial and productive firms) in investing in Brazil 
in minerals and basic metals. It is interesting to point out that the same 
model had been very successful throughout the sixties and the seventies. 

One related implication here is the expect.ed change m the location of 
materials production. Given the relatively lesser importance oi tlle 
availability of inputs and th~ greater importance of the lintages ~itl1 tt1eir 
(:onsumers, the processing plants of advanced materials t.end to be located 
near the consuming and end-using industrial markets. On t..t1e other hand, as 
most of these Alvis are high in value and low in volume and weight, they are 
mostly economically transported by air. Hence, the emerging geographical 
pattern of advanced materials production is exped.ed to be centred in those 
countries With better technological capabilities and strong markets for high
tech products. Given such expectations, some analysts of the area have 
concluded that the plants located in LOCS Will tend to serve local and regional 
markets o!lly.3t 

Apart from all the other macroeconomic problems faced by the 
developing countries (high external debt, accelerating inflation and political 
and institutional instability), and together With the uncertainty surrounding 
mainly minerals and basic metals {regarding the ~rious decline in demand, 
problems of supply overcapacity and depres~d prices of ores and primary 
metals experienced during the 80s), it has to be considered that the 
traditional means ot articulation between LDCs and tt1e advanced countries 
are experiencing major changes. 

Then, the main argument here is that these recent chan~es have lead 
to far more complex industrialization processes, where comparative 
advantages de~nd increasingly on innovation (both technical and 
organizational), rather than on purely physical factor endowment. 

The high requirements of sophistica~ scientitic and technolog1cal 
knoWledge the production of AMs implies can be seen as a handicap for 
those LDCs who intend to produce such materials. Brazil, for instance, has (in 
a very advantageous condition) all the important mineral resourctS needed 
to produce advanced ceramics, but, until 1966, there was no production of 
high purity ceramic oxides in Brazil. Even t.he most consumed ceramic oxidt 

31 See Gre&ory ( 1988) 
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in the world_. alumina, was not produced in that country With the purity 
reqUired tor its utilization in electronic devices32 (even despite Brazil being 
one of the major world producers of alumina and aluminium for years}. As a 
result Brazil exports the ores and oxides 'Which are submitted to further 
purification and imports back the necessary inputs to produce those 
advanced ceramic Which are pr<><:~ in the country. The reasons for 3Uch a 
situation relate t.o the internal lack of sufficient technological capability to 
produce such pure oxides and the still small Brazilian advanced ceramics 
market.:n 

On the other hand, it is not only the fact of suddenly finding 
them~lves producing •traditional materials· With "inputs and technology of 
the past· that matters in the case of LOCs. The shift to the production of AMs 
would also require a new industrial and sectoral organiZation, as we saw in 
Set;tion 3. Among all these requirements, I would particularly stress the 
more flexible and agile style of production and the linkage between 
research, production and consumption of materials. Many authors have 
emphasized such characteristics wllen discussing tll€> n~w tKhno-economic 
paradigm and the new high-tech areas, much have expanded the 
understanding of the problem.3" Regarding the latter, I would only repeat 
that the very genesis of such a new category of materials is a result of those 
linkages. In other words and as suggested in section 2 and 3, the advent of 
AMs is a result oI the huge research and development programmes, 
particularly tb~ in high-tech areas, pursued by governments and firms in 
the most advanced countries. 

Having seen this, one could conclude that previous capabilities in 
traditional materials production bas very liWe contribution to ofter to those 
Who aim at starting the production of advanc~d materials. In fact, as we saw 
in section 3, tbe international trend in terms of the production of AMs 
shows that the reo..earch-production-consumption relationship has prevailed 
over the traditional input-production linkages of the previous paradigm. 

In the Brazilian case, Which certainly follo9w"S the international trend, 
tor instance, traditional materials producers have made very liWe effort to 

32 Lestres ( 1988 b). See spe¢ifically the se<:tion on advaneed eerem.ics produced by Maria 
Thereza Garcia Duarte: "A11i•. ••esar de di1per•o1 de recarses •iaerais .. Bruil 
e. sit•~h estreaaae•te .. atajna. aiada ah prod•zi••• i•••••• •• pareza e 
1raauloaetria exi1idu _ aes•• o 6sido aais •••laaeate utilizaclo a al.el auadial 
- a al••iaa - ai•d• ah t pro4•zida •• pals •• p•reza •H per•ite ••• •tiz~lo ea 
co•pome•te1 eletr6aico1· (p. 49) 
33 The survey produced on the Brazilian advanced materials sector, during 1987188, 
showed that some big multinationals firms vhich were already investing in the country 
in other area: (and vhich sterted to produce advanced materials in their countries of 
oriiin) stated that they would wait tor the Brazilian advanced materials m.ertcet to grov 
before in~in1 in this neT area. One interesting discussion here vould be that related 
to the applicability or the traditional concept of e¢0nomies of scale to define a strate&V 
rela1ed to the production of ecmmced materials. 
34 Amon1 them see vwiow 90ttl 1>f freemen, Perez end Iaplinsky. On the importance 
ot user /producer retations ln shaptnc technical devetopm.ents ot nev technotoeles see 
Lundvall (1 ~) end specifically in a developine country context, see Ceniolato (1990). 
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produc~ AMs. The most successful attempts to produce AMs ref er to the
..:ases vf tllO* firms ·oNttlch had the support of and have strong linkages with 

. bigh-~h consumers (especially those in the information technology , 
aeronautics and defense sectors). It should also be emphasized that most of 
tlH~·3e cases relate to the constitution of a new firm formed by r~archers 
and professors, mainly from physics and electronics institutes.35 

A great commitment to the production of traditional materials by big 
tirms and governments of LDCs can even retard tbe restructuring that the 
rec~nt c11anges are forcing. In ttlis sense .. I woUld emphasiZe the necessity of 
a d~p understanding of th~ present changes and the importance of 
sufficient agility and creativity by the public and private sectors to make 
the best of the opportunities that the beginning phase of a new paradigm 
presents. 
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In this aspe-:t I fully agr* with Perez, Who argues that much of the 
knowt~ge req111r'?d to enter a technology system in its early phase is in fact 
public kno"""1edge available in universities, and that many of the skills 
rt>quire<l .j(· n·:it y€ft eXist. Her conclusion is that, given the availability of 
w~ll-qualifi~d university ~rsonnel. a 'Window of opportunity opens for the 
r.::1?tiVE-1y autonomous entry of lagging countries into new products in a new 
technology system in these early phases."3f. 

One example which sho\\o'S the empirical validity of such theoretical 
contributions refers to the case of optical fibres in Brazil. The project was 
designed by the state company in charge of telecommunications - Telebras -
and matured mto one the strongest university institutes which, since 1975, 
has been developing a research program on optical fibres together 'With 
Telebras· research centre. In 1984 the technology developed earlier was 
transferr€-d to a private national firm instituted to produce the fibres 
required for the development and renewal of the Brazilian 
telecommunications network. At that time an agreement was signed granting 
a 5-y~ar market reserve by Telebras (goi of the Brazilian market for optical 
fibr~).F 

One result ot such measures is that Bra2il is today one of the few 
countries in the world that holds an autonomous research program on optical 
fibres. In ttlis case. I note that a modern and agile governmental institution 
(OUld take ttie opportunity to articulate internal political interest in 
designing a strategic planning, promoting research-production-utiliZation 
linkages and making effective use of its active market procurement policy to 
build up capabilities in a high-tech area, Which was new even in advanced 
countries. 

Without any doubt the existence of a political and institutional 
framework was then (and continues to be) fundamental for the 
accomplishment of such a strategy. That seems to be of particular importance 

35 Lastres (1988 b) 
36 Perez (p.92) Smell countries 
37 wtres (1988 a), see especially the ~tion on quaru and silicon by Cristina Lemos 
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espectally in moments when a new technological traject.ory is taking place. 
Freeman ( 1988) has strongly emphasiZed this aspect and has developed the 
idea of pervasive changes in tedlnology assodat.ed with ·national systems of 
·innovation' (the network of institutions in the public and private sect.ors 
whose activities and interactions initiate. import, modify and diffuse new 
technologies). 3b 

Regarding the importance of designing specific policies Which could 
exploit the temporary opportunities opened up by. the new technologies, the 
Ministry of Science and Technology \.lr'aS creat.ed in Brazil in 1985. One of the 
main obj~tives of this Ministry was precisely to define and implement 
policies ior high-tech areas. 

In the specific case of advanced materials, a National Commission, a 
Centre for Studies and Planning and a Secretary were established in 1986 
and 1987)';) 

As the main political and institutional alliances of the new government 
wtuch took over in 1985 were not sustained, the measur~s regarding h1gt1-
tect1 areas were gradually cast off. Tt1e friction ~tl1 more cons~rvativt- .:;.r-6-a:::. 
was so great that in 5 years the area had 4 ministers and in early 1989 the 
l·.~inistry Tv>ras dissolvw and reestablished at the end of the y~ar. 

It should be recogniZed that the implementatior1 oi such policies 
(vmich require agility and deal with the renovation of the V·1hole concept of 
national development) is a very difficult task, especially for LOCs that are 
facing great macroeconomic problems associated \.llith political and 
institutional instability. But a definition of a new form of development can 
be conSidered fun<1amental, particUlarly for these LOCs. as they are now 
facing a crucial challenge related t.o their future chances of growth. Entering 
this new paradigm in its early phase and defining a national strategy to 
exploit the opportunities opened by the development of tt1e- new areas 
seems to present the best conditions for doing so. 

In this sense, I emphasize again the primary importance of a better 
understanding of the specific characteristics of the development a.nd 
mtroduct.ion oi AMs, particularly by the policy makers of LOCs. Some of the 
AMs. wt1ich are being introduced in these countries (mainly in sectors led by 
big multinational companies) contrast sharply Witt1 traditional policies 
pursued, particularly those Which only emphasize the export of minerals and 

3~ ·one of tbe •Ht aota•le leatares of tbe Ja11aaese systea bu been tlae speed with 
wlllicb Japanese fir•• ud J.,aaese ••licy-•aters _ idealified tile iapon .. ce of 
ial•r•ation aad c•••••icati•• ted1a•I01Y (ICT) aad e•••rtd •• •eanres to 
diff He t•e mew tec•••IOIY very r.,idly to ••re trdilioaal i•d•stries. sacla u 
aaclliaery aad n•icles. Tlte Jafucse sy11ea of leclaael .. ical lorecutia1 is 
fat'tinlarly well-Hild t• tlae ideatif icatioa. proaotioa ud diff•si•• of ••i•r 
clau1es i• "teclaaol .. ical fUdi19' - fenui•e tec•aolo1ies wlaicla cu ~e &fflicd 
tllaro• .. ••l tllae ec••••Y· • (pe 4/-:,) 
39 ror a reviev or the Brazillerl policy ror ac1vanced matertats see article 1>Y J. l. 
Ceniolato, former P1annin1 Secretary of the Ministry or Science and Technoloir and 
President or the lfationa1 commission tor NevMateriats, put>lisbed in the ATAS Bulletin 
(1988) 
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mt-tats Which, as we have seen, are experiencing a world-Wide decrease in 
tlleir consumption levels. 

There is a strong tendency in t.hese countries to follow the same steps 
as the most developed countries and accept high-tech advances as neutral 
and, in any circumstance, progressive ones. As a result, some of the LDCs are 
pr~moting the use of imported new materials which are displacing 
traditional mat.enals they can produce (and tor Which they have inputs and 
tecnnologies). In most cases t.his kind of behaviour consists in isolated 
attempts to reproduce some of the successful sreps made abroad. There is no 
~vnsideration of Which kind of material would provide better results, 
r~arding national conditions, and rarely is there any connection With 
policies adopted in ot.her industrial sectors or those related to R & D. 

Then, each country Will have to use its best powers of creativity to 
define the most suitable policy and group of materials to which to give 
pnonty, This should be done regarding national conditions and constraints 
and selecting the most important policy tools and markets niches. Obviously 
tt1e degree of agility and efficiency With \.lr'bict1 suct1 measur-s-s ar~ taken \.\-ill 
eventually determine the level of success obtained. 
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